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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f /C  ~2. Consider the obstacle problem: find u E K, such that 
E(u)  = inf E(v),  
v6K 
where 
(1.1) 
K = {v E He  I (gl) I v _> 9 a.e. in t2}, (1.2) 
E(v)= f~ (~[Vvl2- yv) dx, (1.3) 
and the obstacle function ~ satisfies the condition ~b E HI(ft) N C(f~) and, ~ < 0 on F, the 
boundary of the domain fL Problems (1.1)-(1.3) describe the equilibrium position u of an elastic 
membrane constrained to lie above a given obstacle ~b under an external force f(x) 6 L2(f~). It is 
well known that the solution of (1.1)-(1.3) is characterized by the following variational inequality 
of the first kind: find u E K, such that 
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If the solution u ~ C2(£t) N H01(f~), then, we have f~ : f~l U f~2 - -  the coincidence set ~1 and its 
complement f~2, 
u=~b, and -Au- f>0,  ing~l, (1.5) 
u>~b, and -Au- f=0,  in~2. (1.6) 
Notice that the region of contact 
~ l={Xea! , , (x )  =~(x)}  
is an unknown a priori. 
The obstacle problem is a typical example of the elliptic variationa! inequality of the first kind. 
Many important problems, such as the torsion of an elastic-plastic cylinder, the Stefan problem 
can be formulated by transformation to an obstacle problem. Several comprehensive monographs 
can be consulted for the theory and numerical solution of variational inequalities, e.g., [1-6]. Since 
obstacle problems are highly nonlinear, it is difficult for the computation ofapproximate solutions. 
The approximate solution of obstacle problems is usually solved by variable projection method, 
for example, the relaxation method [3], multilevel projection method [7], multigrid method [8-11], 
and projection method [12,13] for nonlinear complementarity problems. 
In this paper, we will propose an algorithm to solve the obstacle problem (1.1)-(1.3) in a 
different way. We try to find the approximated region of the contact domain ~1 by iteration. We 
present he algorithm in the next section and report some numerical experiments in Section 3. 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
To find the approximated region of the contact Q1, we first consider the no obstacle case as 
the initial position of the elastic membrane u°(x) C C2(Q) N H~(~t), i.e., 
-Au  ° (x) = f, in ~t. (2.1) 
We imagine that the obstacle moves from -oo to ~b(x) for x E ~, and find ~1) the part of the 
coincidence set ~tl, where the u°(x) first meets the "moving obstacle". Then, we obtain the 
position of the elastic membrane, u 1 (x) E C 2 (~t) N H~ (~), by solving 
-zxu 1 (x) = f, in \ a l> 
u I (z) = ¢ (z), in ~1). (2.2) 
We get again the contact part ~t{ 2), where ul(x) touches the "moving obstacle" in ~t \ ~t{ 1). Solve 
e c (a) n HJ( ) 
(2.3) 
u 2 (,) = ¢ (x), in ~1) o ~2). 
o(1)~,o(2),~ Repeat he above procedure until no new region of contact is added. Thus, ~tl = oq ~Ol . . . . .  
For the discreted obstacle problem, the above procedure will stop after finite steps. Following, 
we present he algorithm for solving the discreted obstacle problem. 
Let Vn c H0 t(~'/) be a linear finite-element space. The discrete admissible set is 
-~h : {Vh C V h I Vh (X) ~ ~ (X) , for any node x}. (2.4) 
Then, the approximation of problem (1.1)-(1.3) is to find uh C Kh, such that 
E(Uh) = inf E(vh). (2.5) 
vh C Kh 
The error estimate in H 1 norm or L °° norm was proved in [3,14,15]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Assume that the solution u of (1.1)-(1.3) and the obstacle function ¢ are in the 
space W 2'c~. Then, there exists a constant C independent of h and solution Uh of (2.4) satisfies 
II -  hll0,  -< ch  2 Ilog (h)l (11 112,  + I1¢112, ) • (2.6) 
Denote the ¢1, ¢2 , . . . ,  ¢N, the basis functions at nodes Xl, x2, . . . ,  XN of V h and A be the 
N x N matrk  with entries ai, j -~ f~ V¢i" VCj dx. The load vector f is fi = f~ f¢ i  dx. Then, we 
can rewrite (2.5) in the matrix form: Find u = (Ul , . . . ,  UN) e ~N, Ui >_ ¢(x~), such that 
1 (Au, u) - (f, u) < 1 (Av, v) - (f, v) (2.7) 
for a I lv  = (v~, . . . , vy )  E ~g and v~ > ¢(x~), i = 1 , . . . ,N .  
From a recent paper [16], we can see that the author proposed an algorithm to look for the 
N nodes satisfying the condition (Au)i -: )-~j=l a~juj < f~ and proved the convergence of the 
algorithm. While in this paper, the main purpose of our algorithm is to find the region where 
the nodes satisfy u~ > ¢(x~). In the same way as suggested in [16], we can prove that our 
algorithm is convergent in a finite number of iterations towards the exact solution of the discrete 
problem (2. 7). In the following, we propose the algorithm based on the idea described above for 
solving the problem (2.7). 
ALGORITHM 2.1. Solving Au ° = f, we get the initial position of the elastic membrane u °. Then, 
for n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
(i) computing dl n) = uin _ ¢(xi),  i = 1, . . . ,  N and d(m~ ) = l<i<Nmin d (n)'i , 
(,0 
(ii) if dmin ~ 0, STOP, else 
- -   (2n} 
(iii) for all i E g~"), modify matrix A and load vector f by 
ai,i = 1, ai, j = O, j # i, fi = ~b (xi) ; 
(iv) solve Au n+l = f. 
Finally, we obtain the solution u = and the region of contact g~l = U ,~ ~). 
In Algorithm 2.1, we can see that maybe there are few points in ~n) .  That  is, we find 
very few new contact points in each iteration and need many iterations. To accelerate the 
algorithm, we introduce the small parameter s > 0. We think the nodes are contact nodes if 
(n) _ d~)  (,~) dmi n < ~_ dmi n + ~, thus, we present he following useful algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 2.2. Solving Au ° ---- f, we get the initial position of the elastic membrane u °. Then, 
for n -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  and small ~ > 0, 
n = = ,/(,0. (i) computing d !n) = u i - ¢(xi) ,  i 1 , . . . ,N  and d(~ ) min _i , 
--z 1~i~.~ 
(~) 
(ii) if dmin ~_ 0 STOP, else 
(iii) for all i E ~,0 ,  modify the matrix A and load vector f by 
a i#=l ,  a i , i=O, j¢ i ,  f i=¢(x i ) ;  
(iv) solve Au ~+1 -- f. 
In the above algorithm, we need to solve a linear system for each iteration. We can use some 
known methods for solving linear equations, for example, the fast Poisson solver, incomplete 
LU decomposition, preconditioned conjugate gradient method, multigrid method, and domain 
decomposition method. There is no general rule about the choice of the small parameter E > 0, 
but Theorem 2.1 can be useful. 
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3. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, some numerical examples are given for the obstacle problem for a membrane 
and the elastic-plastic torsion problem. It is seen that the contact region of the obstacle problem 
is approximated by implementing the new algorithm on the computer, in which we suppose 
z = 0.01. 
EXAMPLE 1. If we set ft = (0, 1), f(x) = O, and 
100x , for 0.00 < x < 0.25, 
(x )= 100x(1 -x ) -12 .5 ,  for 0 .25<x<0.50 ,  
¢ (1 - x),  for 0.50 < x < 1.00, 
then, the outline of the shape for the solution of obstacle problem is shown in Figure t, when 
h = 1/256. We also present he iteration number in Table 1 for various mesh. We can see that 
iteration number is independent of mesh size and the algorithm is robust. 
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Figure 1. The solution of one dimension obstacle problem. 
Table 1. The iteration number in algorithm. 
1 1 1 1 i 
h ~ t-g aT 6~ 128 
Iteration Number 2 3 5 6 6 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example, the domain f/ = (0, 1) x (0, 1), the force f is -50,  the obstacle 
is the plane z = -0.5. The solution of surface in the grid level h = 1/40 is plotted in Figure 2, 
which shows an interior flat region where the solution reaches the obstacle z = -0.5. The figure 
is the same as showed in [7]. We see that our algorithm performs very effectively in practice when 
mesh is refined. The iteration number is presented in Table 2 for various mesh. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
(0, 1) [1,3], 
where 
K = {v c H0 (a) lW (x)t _< 1 a.e. in 
The problem (3.1) and (3.2) can be shown to be equivalent to 
l ~ lvvl2 dx - C ~ v dx ---~ min E (v) = 
We consider the torsion of an elastic-plastic ylinder of cross-section f~ = (0,1) x 
f (3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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Figure 2. The solution surface of an obstacle problem. 
Table 2. The iteration number in algorithm, 
i i i i i 
h 8 1-6 3"-2 6---4 128 
Iteration Number 6 8 14 14 17 
1 
0.4 
subject to 
{v e H~ (~)1 v > ~b a.e. in £t}. (3.4) 
If we additionally choose the constant wist angle C < 0, then, (3.3) and (3.4) form a lower 
obstacle problem with the obstacle function, 
~b(x,y) -= -d ist  (x, 0~) -- - rain I Ix-y l l  Vx e f't 
yCO~ 
For f~ = (0, 1) × (0, 1) and C -- -5 ,  -8 ,  -10,  we used the new algorithm to obtain an approximated 
solution to the problem (3.3) and (3.4), with N = 40. In Figures 3-5, we show the plastic region 
(IVu I = 1) in white, while its complement characterizes the elastic region filled with *. We list 
the iteration number in Table 3 for various mesh for the case C -- -8 .  
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Figure3. Theel~tic-pl~ticproblem with C = -5. 
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Figure 4. The elastic-plastic problem with C = -8 .  
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Figure 5. The elastic-plastic problem with C = -10. 
Table 3. The iteration number in algorithm C = -8 .  
1 1 1 1 1 
h ~ 1~ 3~ 6~ 128 
Iteration Number 3 4 5 5 7 
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